4 SECRETS TO
WINNING MORE
More Quotes = More Revenue:
Streamline quoting to gain
capacity for more business.

We want you to...

WIN MORE
Through discussions with our customers and industry leaders, 4 things have been brought to
our attention a number of times that cause havoc during the quoting process within metal
fabrication. Taking the knowledge on your shop floor and putting it into a system that can be
repeated time and time again, allows for faster and more accurate quoting.

Reduce Manual Processes

Try to think through how you or your team
reacts once someone requests a quote. Do
you immediately jump into Excel or start
jotting down numbers on a sheet of paper?
More than likely you have someone within your
Job Shop that has “been doing this for years”.
They are your “go-to”. Everyone knows it and
expects to lean on them for this portion of
the process. Now imagine if the process was
automated and streamlined so a step-bystep approach could be taken to get to an
end quote by anyone in the organization.
Not only does this relieve your specialist for a
much needed vacation day without any worries
over the business, it allows the company to
take on more quotes which only increases the
bottom line.

Let’s look at an ROI:
Your specialist is able to complete 2 quotes
per day, 10 per week. Each quote is on average
for $10K and you win 30% of the quotes you
submit. That’s $30K in business.
Your sales team is now able to quote their own
jobs. They go into an automated system and
can kick out 4-5x more quotes, based on our
customer feedback.
That’s 40 quotes in a week! With the same
average and win rate, you are talking $360K
in business!

Many organizations look at more machinery or more people to make this happen. However, you
really need to take a look at the bottleneck. Is your machinery ever sitting idle? Is your entire
team at or above capacity? By fine-tuning your estimating process and increasing the overall
number of quotes, you will consistently spread the work across machines and people.

Keep Things Simple

How many times have you requested the
build of production ready parts or engineered
drawings before winning the business? This
way of thinking requires heavy lifting for your
structural designers and estimators. Each sale
then requires an engineer, estimator, drawing
and added time to build a quote, making things
counter-productive and time consuming.
Instead, time should be spent building fast
and accurate quotes with the least amount of
information needed.
Instead of re-engineering things to get an
approximate quote, wouldn’t it be nice to use
the file provided – DXF, take-offs and even
napkin drawings to build a fast quote without
engineering ever getting involved? This also
reduces the time going back and forth with the
customer, providing a better overall experience
for them.
We like to call this “Engineering your wins,
not your losses.” Simply put, you should
only spend the most expensive time, such as
engineering, on the jobs you have won. If you
are engineering every job and your win rate is
30%, you’re wasting 70% and in our industry,
the largest salaries come from engineering.

Accuracy and Consistency

Accurate and profitable quoting is imperative
in every industry. We have heard from our
customers that creating a method for them to
consistently quote across a number of their
processes has allowed for sales to increase by
70%! You don’t have to be an expert or have
multiple years of experience in this industry to
create winning and profitable quotes. However,
having a champion within your organization
that has experience with quoting will allow for
the accurate set-up of consistent calculators.
Then, you simply import your design files, select
your parameters and materials, and the system
does the hard part.
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We call this the 1, 2, 3’s of geometry:
1. Import your design files - PDF, DWG, STEP,
CAD, whatever they may be!
2. View and clean up your file right in the
system.
3. Set your parameters including material,
machinery and specifications
This simple 3-step building block will lead to
accurate and consistent quotes!
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Import your
design file.
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View and clear
your file.

SUCCESSFUL QUOTING PROCESS

Set your
parameters.

Connected Systems

ERP and other accounting systems provide great value to both small and large organizations.
However, they don’t always streamline every process that’s important to the manufacturing
industry. Integrated software that can make your system even more valuable will take the
headaches out of the equation and have your team running like a well-oiled machine.

Let’s think through a workflow…
Current Situation:
I manually enter my prospect into my ERP. I then create my quote in Excel and save as a PDF. Next,
I manually email that quote to my customer. The customer responds with a few changes and I need
to go back to Excel to restart my process. Once the quote is agreed upon and the work orders are
created, my team can then begin making the parts. These parts are shipped and the information
that I have in Excel is manually entered into my ERP or accounting system. Sounds like a lot of
manual work, right?
Life with an Integrated System: Your customer visits your portal and submits a request for quote.
The information is picked up within your ERP, prospect is automatically created, and the quote
process is started. By using an integration, you can jump out to estimating software with the click
of a button. The contact information is already pulled in due to the 1-way push from your ERP. All of
your materials, machines and processes are populated within the system. You follow the 1, 2, 3’s of
geometry to build your accurate and consistent quote. You can then push that straight back to your
ERP for automated work order creation and invoicing with again, the push of a button.

By having a system that works for you, manual entry across the board is removed. Therefore,
time and errors are reduced, allowing your team to take on more jobs.
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ABOUT SECTURASOFT
SecturaSOFT was founded by our CEO, Pierre
Slabber. Pierre has developed a number of
solutions for the metal fabrication industry over
the last 35 years. Pierre’s goal was to create
a platform that was easy-to-use, utilized true
run times and produced quick and consistent
results.
This platform today is known as SecturaFAB.
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